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SITE SELECTION
Remote stations
Site selection for telemetering precipitation gages in a potential
study area is an important consideration.

In the Wasatch Weather

Modification study, the primary purpose of the gages is to determine
the effective ness of selected methods of cloud seeding as indicated by
the amount of precipitation intercepted by the gages.

However,

because the moisture output from the 'atmospheric system is the input
to the hydrologic or surface-water system, the precipitation gage
network should be compatible with the stream gaging network in .any
given watershed.

The ultimate practical wortH of any cloud seeding

effort is measured by the increase, of usable water in the surface or
underground system.

Thus, care should be taken in selecting sites

for the precipitation gages that their catch data may not only be of
immediate worth for evaluating effects of cloud seeding, but may also
be used for determining integrated effects of increased precipitation
on a given watershed as measured by manageable runoff.
Preliminary sites are selected by studying maps of the proposed
area.

These tentative locations for gages will, of course, be altered

as additional information regarding them becomes available.
Radio compatibility between the translator site and the precipitation gages sites must next be established, Initially, this involves one
man being stationed at the translator site with a 2-way radio, and
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another man with a radio going to each tentative gage site and selecting
a spot from which reliable 2-way communication with the translator
site can be established. When installations have progressed to the
point that a communications translator can be included in the system,
a man at the translator site is no longer required.
The individual making radio checks at the precipitation gage si.tes
must also make decisions regarding, to an extent, their hydrologic and
meteorologic compatibilitie s.

Radio compatibility by itself would place

most gages on ridges where true line-of-sight to the translator exists.
However, other criteria take precedence.

Attempts are made to select

catcmnent areas that are representative of the terrain in which they are
located, and those that are properly protected to enable accurate catches.
In general, the gage should be surrounded by trees such that the lip of
the gage has open air above 25 degrees from the horizontal as shown:

Such factors as aspects, slopes, elevations. prevailing wi.nds and
existing gage s that have a history must also be considered.
no substitute for experience in making the selections.

There is

Gregory Pearson

of the Soil Conservation Service helped to select many of the precipitation
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gage sites for the Wasatch Weather Modification Project.

Pearson has

had many years of experience in measuring snow packs and in placing
and servicing precipitation gages in the mountains of no rthern Utah.
A final criterion for selection of sites is that they must be
reasonably accessible in both summer and winter.

Site visits are

infrequent but they are necessary to properly maintain and service
the equipment.

Primary translator, cable, and Automatic
Readout Console (ARC)
The network translator must of necessity be located on a
sufficiently high place that all remote stations in the study area can
report to it with near line-of- sight radio transmissions.

Where this

is not possible with one translator, it is necessary to install a second
or even a third to adequately cover the area.

A site should be selected

that is accessible at least in the summertime by 4-wheel vehicles
because of the nature of the equipment
serviced there.

tl~at

must be installed and

Such a location can be serviced during winter months

by snow machines and occasionally by helicopter.

Helicopters shouldn It

be relied on entirely because of the expense involved, and also because
their operation is dependent on weather.

The primary translator for

the Wasatch Weather Modification Project is located on Mt. Logan at
an elevation of 9, 700 feet.
The ARC is located at the Utah Water Research Laboratory,
approximately 5 miles from Mt. Logan, and is connected to the
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translator by two 4-conductor telephone cables laid on the ground, one
cable being a backup lor the other.

Care should be taken in selecting

a route for the cable to avoid obvious avalanche areas and geologic
outcroppings or other obstructions that could be damaging to the cable.
Generally a radio link instead of a cable can be used to connect
the ARC to the translator.

This was not possible on the Wasatch

Weather Modification Project because the two sites were not radio
compatible without the use of an additional translator.
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SITE AUTHORIZATION

The final locations of the remote stations, translator, cable, and
the ARC are plotted on a map, and their latitudes and longitudes
determined.

Surveys are so sparse that determining exact locations

often becomes very difficult.

The best source of maps for this particular

study was the U. S. FQrest Service planimetric series.
Location information is taken to the county recorders office where
the ownership of property on which the various sites lie is determined.
Personal contacts are made with the individuals involved to obtain
permission for installing and maintaining the various network components
on their property.
Permission for installations on private land are usually in the form
of informal working memos with provision for cancellation by either
party on 30 days notice.

When U. S. Forest Service lands are involved,

a memorand.um of understanding provides general overall permission,
in addition a single page memo is required for each particular site.
Special use permits with local offices are required for installations on
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) property, and the use of state land
requires a letter of agreement with the State Land Office.

Sufficient

lead time should be budgeted for acquiring land-use permits--ofttimes
several months are necessary.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) must approve
all radio installations and frequencies before they can be put into
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operation.

Special application forms are provided on which must be

listed such things as the purpose, class of operation, and exact locations
of all proposed radio installations.

Processing the applications and

issuing a permit usually takes from six months to a year, and sometimes
longer.

The FCC also requires that operators possess appropriate

valid licenses.

TRANSPOR T AT ION

The installation and maintenance of a telemetry system of
precipitation gages in mountainous terrain necessitates the use of
4-wheel-drive vehicles.

It is recommended that these be equipped

with front-end winches and trailer hitches, as well as heavy wrap-around
bumpers.

Personnel should be trained in their proper use to minimize

accidents as well as repairs.

An-inexperienced driver may get a

4-wheel-drive vehicle into a position in steep terrain where it rolls
over or is otherwise damaged.

Side-mirrors and windows are easily

broken by trees and branches, and the improper use of a winch will
result in costly repair bills.
In wintertime, snowmobiles; in addition to wheeled vehicles are

a necessity.

They are transported by truck and trailer as close to the

sites as possible, and from there provide transportation for repair
and maintenance crews.
An off-the-road vehicle such as a "coot" is used to advantage in
the summertime in extremely rugged terrain.

The alternatives of

walking or geing on horseback are impractical when heavy loads must
be transported.
In both summer and winter, if time is of essence or if conditions

•

won't permit regular travel, a: light helicopter becomes useful.
Experience has shown that a field maintenance crew traveling by
helicopter in wintertime can accomplish as much in a day as the same
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crew can do in several days using a snow machine.

The added versatility

of a helicopter compensates for its higher operating cost, but its us e is
restricted to fair weather conditions.
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TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

One of the more important functions encountered in a project of
this nature involves the scheduling of operations and supplies.

Installations

and modifications of field equipment need to be made primarily in the
summer and fall months when the mountain sites are more easily
accessible.

Much of the work can be done by students or other unskilled

labor, but it must be closely coordinated with the overall effort to be
efficient.

The scheduling and maintenance of vehicles for transportation,

and ordering parts and supplies for the several facets of the project
become an important and time- consuming job.

Delays have been encountered

in this project, sometimes as long as three months, in getting delivery
on new parts and supplies.

These delays need to be anticipated so that

no production time is lost.
A supply of various sizes of wet and cold-weather clothing would
be a good investment.

Part-time help generally cannot afford to purchase

their own, and it is often neces sary for survival on the job.

Safety

helmets, survival kits, and first aid supplies should also be available.
Government surplus supplies and equipment have played an
important part in building the precipitation gage telemetry network.
Without it much of the capability developed to date would have been
impossible because of inadequate funds.
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FIELD INST ALLAT IONS

The various installations are sometimes delayed by the landowners
on whose property the sites lie.

Occaslonally an individual is unrealistic

in his demands and it is less of a problem to change the location of a gage
than to try to satisfy the disgruntled owner.

In general, though, when the

property owners are told the purposes of the installations, and are given
assurance that care will be taken to keep the premises clean, they are
cooperative and helpful.

Translator
If the translator is to be placed on U. S. Forest property, sufficient

lead time, often several months, should be budgeted for getting approval
of a dimensioned drawing of the propesed station prior'to the time that
installation is scheduled to begin.

Less time is generally required for

obtaining permission from individual landowners.
The size and shape of the structure to house the translator is
geverned by the landowners desires, and by the size and shape of the
equipment it is to contain.

It should preferably be placed underground.

Any visible parts should be camouflaged as added protection against
vandalism.

A concrete floor inside the shelter is desirable, and

provision should be made for adequate drainage.
Hand labor is generally utilized for digging the hole, installing the
shelter, and backfilling around it due te difficulties in getting heavy
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equipment into mountainous country.

The tools and supplies may have

to be brought in by helicopter if the terrain is especially rugged.
The actual installation and check-out of the translator components
must be made by qualified electrical engineers or technicians.

Cable

If a cable is utilized to connect the translator to the terminal
readout, its selection and placement must be carefully made.

Surplus

cable from the military can be successfully used, but it must first be
carefully inspected and all visible defects either repaired or replaced.
It should then be given a complete electrical check.

If the spools of

cable are hauled to the translator site on top of the mountain, they can
be placed on a rack and the cable unwound downhill without a great
amount of effort.

Plenty of slack should be allowed so the cable won't

be pulled taut and broken under snow loads.

It should be draped around

trees and shrubs which act as anchors, and should be concealed as
much as possible to protect it from vandalism.

Where the cable crosses

roadways and heavily-traveled trails, it should be buried in shallow
trenches so it won't be snagged by passing objects.
The connectors joining the lengths of cable should be placed above
ground in trees where possible so they can be located during periods
of deep snow when trouble shooting and repairs may become necessary.
Another wise precaution is to label the cable ends in some manner so
they can be identified as uphill or downhill cable lengths when they are
covered with snow, and to number them by station.
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If funds and supplies will permit, a second cable should be laid
and used as back-up to the first should a failure occur.

Remote stations
A description and the exact location of each gage to be installed
on their property must be approved in advance by the Forest Service.
Standard 8 inch Pearson can-type gages are used at all high elevation
sites and are mounted on tall three-legged stands to keep them above
the snow level.
The stands can be preas sembled and carried to the installation
sites in sections in a truck.

Concrete mix and barrels of water are

also hauled in for concreting the stand and a radio antenna in the ground.
The antenna, mounted on a single mast, is located near the gage.

A

water-tight metal can for housing electronic components is partially
buried in the ground on a direct line between the gage and the antenna
so it can be easily located when covered with snow.
Supervised unskilled labor is used for digging the holes, and for
assembling and installing the gage and antenna.

However, more technically

trained personnel must be utilized for installing the electrical components
and making the telemetry system operational.
When a new gage is installed or the transponder of an existing gage
is replaced, the system must be calibrated to provide data from which
amounts of precipitation can be determined.

This is done by adding known

increments of water to the gage and reading and recording the corresponding
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frequencies of the signals emanating from that particular transmitter.
This is done over the entire range of amounts of precipitation expected
to be received at the particular site.
curve is constructed.

From these data, a calibration

The water used for calibrating is emptied from

the can, a "charge" of anti-freeze and oil is inserted, and the gage
is ready for a season's operations.
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SYSTEM OPERA TION

Remote stations
A network 'of remotely-located telemetering precipitation gages
makes possible the acquisition of data from high mountainous regions
during winter months when conventional data collection networks
would not be practical.

A remote station includes a precipitation can

mounted on top of a tall stand that keeps it above accumulated snow
levels.

An alter shield surrounds the top of the can to modify wind

currents and enable a more representative catch of precipitation.
The can is supported by a transducer which weighs the accumulated
catch in the can.

A radio transponder with batteries is housed in a

partially buried metal container near the stand and is connected to
the weighing transducer and a Yagi antenna by cables.

On call from

the ARC a signal is transmitted, the modulation frequency of which
is related directly to the amount of precipitation in the can.
Fig. 2 shows a typical gage installation.

A detailed description

of remote precipitation telemetry gages and their operation is
presented in a recent report of the Utah Water Research Laboratory
(Chadwic~,

1968).

ARC
Primary functions of the ARC are to interrogate remote precipitation gages in an efficient sequence, and to read out and record data
received from these stations.

Precipitation
Catchment
Tower a Weighing
Transducer A.sembly
5 Element Yagi
''Gamma'' Match
Cut To 170- 170 MHa
Vertically Polarized

APPfOX·20'

Equipment Shack
-.t
(Optional)

Instrument
Can

·Tran sponder

-loci

FIGURE 2.

Battery

Pack

TOTAL PRECIPITATION TELEMETRY STATION. (CHADWICK, 1968)
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A composite video signal is generated and transmitted by the
ARC via cable to the mountain-top translator which in turn interrogates
the de sired remote station.

This signal consists of 10kHz subcarrier

plus two audio address tones which are unique for each station.
Incorporated in the 10kHz subcarrier are commands to the translator
to transmit on a frequency of 170.225, 170.325, or 406.050 MHz.
The translator currently transmits to remote stations in the 170 MHz
range, with the 406.090 MHz frequency being reserved for transmissions to additional translators as they are added to the system at
future dates.
The fact that half of the stations use the 170.325 MHz and the
other half the 170.225 MHz frequency permits the total system of
gages to be interrogated in much less time than would be possible if
they were all on the same frequency.

One station can be reporting

while the next is being interrogated, making an efficient utilization
of time.
Data in the form of a coded radio signal are transmitted by the
remote station back to the ARC via the translator, where they are
recorded on paper tape to be used by the data analyst.
The ARC is shown in Fig. 3 with the various chassis of the
console labeled, and the primary functions of each listed in Table 1.
The ARC has the capacity to handle up to 200 remote stations,
each of which can be included or omitted from the system by flicking
a switch on the Remote Station Control panel (unit 1200, Fig. 3).

Fig. 3.

Automatic Readout Console (ARC).
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Table 1.

ARC chassis and functions.

Chas!3:is

Name

Function

100

Automatic Tracking Filter

Produces enhanced signals from
the noisy radio signals received
from remote stations.

200

Event Programmer

Controls the sequence of
operation of other chassi s, also
contains much of the logic
circuitry.

300

Control Panel

Controls the operation of the
system.

400

Intruder- -Mt. Logan
Power Override

Contains override switche s to
bypass power switches on the
3 00 unit and to mute the intruder
alarm when the door on the Mt.
Logan translator is purposely
opened.

500

Encoder

GeQ.erates address, channel,
and routing signals.

600

Address Programmer

The logic of this chassis controls
the station interrogation
sequence.

700

Verification Chassis

Monitors transmis.sions from
the Mt. Logan translator and
looks out the interrogation
commands if trouble develops.

800

Near Coincidence Data
Discriminator

Store s the output of an electronic
counter and compares this value
with the preceding one once
every second. When the two
values coincide within + 2 counts,
a print command is generated.

900

Address Steppers

The station address, parameter
number, signal route, and
interrogation class are
programmed for each station on
the patch panel of this unit. This
information is sent to units 2 00,
500, and 600 for processing.
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Table 1.

Continued.

Chassis

Name

Function

1000

Printer-Transfer Relay

Routes the station number,
parameter number, date, time
of day, data, and error code in
proper sequence to the printer.

1100

Intruder- -Mt. Logan
Power Supplies

Develops two floating voltages to
oontrol functions of the primary
translator.

1200

Remote Station Control

Contains 200 switches each of
which controls a remote station.

1300

A ud io Monitor

Monitors interrogation command
signals to the remote stations.

1400

Timer (not shown)

Turns the equipment on and off
during unattended operation.

1500

Regulated Power Supply
28 volt

Produces 28 vdc at 40 amps to
operate the ARC.

1600

Hardline Interface

Interfaces the ARC to the hardline which is connected to the
Mt. Logan translator.

1700

Regulated Power Supply
200 volt

Produces 200 vdc to operate the
700 chassis.

1800

Station Display Powe r
Supply

Produce s 200 vdc to operate the
lights on the station display.

1900

+15 volt Regulated Power
Supply

Produces +15 volts for transistor
circuits of the ARC.

2000

-15 volt Regulated Power
Supply

Produce s -15 volts for trans lstor
circuits of the ARC.

2100

Printer-clock

Prints local time, station number,
date, parameter number, and
error code on paper tape. Clock
generates local time.

2200

Cathode Ray Oscilloscope

Used to monitor the operation of
the ARC.

2300

Hardline Amplifier

Amplifies command and address
signals and sends them by hardline to the translator.
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Table 1.

Continued.

Chassis

Name

Function

2400

Electronic Calendar

Generates date and year to be
printed with each entry on the
paper tape.

2500

Address Bank

Generates addresses for remote
stations, and tones for translator commands.

2600

Meter Panel

Contains meters for monitoring
28 volt and 200 volt bus voltage s.
Also indicates elapsed operating
time.

2700

Counter

Measure s enhanced data from
remote stations and converts it
to ;Binary Coded Decimal (BCD)
for the,printer.

2800

Te st Oscillator

Used for testing and maintaining
ARC equipment.

2900

Steppe r Clock

Generates 28 volt pulses at 14
pps for the steppers in the
address programmer, event
programmer. and encoder.

3000

Station Display

The location of each station is
repre sented by an ilhmiinated
spot on a map. The light blinks
on and off as the station is being
interrogated.

3100

-28 volt Power Supply

Produced -28 volts for use in the
ARC.

3200

Burst Detector

Detects the 2700 Hz burst which
the remote station transmits
prior to switching parameter s.

3300

Identification Generator

Generates an identification
signal which is broadcast every
10 minutes in compliance with
FCC regulations.
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Table 1.
Chassis

Continued
Name

Function

3400

Translator Bus Monitor

The two translator bus voltages
(-12 volt and +12 volt) are
recorded here on a tape. Total
generator running time and the
number of times the generator
starts is also recorded. This
unit is in operation at all times.

3500

Power Supply

Provides power for unit 3400.
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Stations that are included in any given sequence of interrogation

•
are shown on the Station Display (unit 3000, Fig. 3) as illuminated
spots on a map of the study area.

As each station is being interrogated,

its light on the map blinks on and off, thus aiding the operator in
developing a "feeling" for the particular group of stations he is monitoring.
A Patch Panel (unit 900, Fig. 3) permits the operator to modify
the readout sequences and to include additional parameters in the
system such as snow-pillow or temperature data in addition to precipitation
at any af the remote stations.

Class of interrogation may also be

controlled at the Patch Panel.

Interrogation class refers to the length

of time and the amaunt of wobbulation allotted to the interrogation signal.
For stations that are difficult to turn on the interrogation class may be
increased, and decreased for those that turn-on easily. to make the most
efficient use of time available.
Spec ial provis ions are made for detecting weak signals fram
incoming stations by programming the "readout class" at the Patch
Panel.

This controls the sweep time of the tracking filter (unit lOO,

Fig. 3) thus enhancing its ability to locate weak station s.
An additional feature that may be programmed on the Patch Panel
that will become useful as the network is enlarged is the capability for
routing of the RF signals.

Presently, all transmissions are made and

received through a single translator at Mt. Logan.

As additional

translators are added to service a'n expanded network of gages, the
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transmitted signal from a given station can be routed through the
particular translator that is most conven iently located to serve that
station.

Station addres ses are also routed through the Patch Panel.

Data received by the ARC are recorded on paper tape by the
Printer (unit lOOO, Fig. 3).

The information printed includes station

identification numbers, a parameter number, time of day, the date,
and an error code, in addition to the precipitation data.

The error

code is to alert the operator when erroneous data have been printed
due to a malfunction in the system.

The operator may then discard

the data and make the necessary corrections to the system.
The various error codes and their interpretations are given in
Table 2.

Fig. 4 is a sample of actual data that was collected by the

ARC from remote stations in the field.

Unattended operation
Logic circuits have been developed within the ARC that enable
it to operate unattended for long periods of time.

These circuits are

capable of detecting situations such as weak radio links that may develop
during a storm, or remote stations that occas ionally fail for some
reason during a readout period.

They also detect malfunctions that

may arise in the ARC, the cable, or the translator, and are designed
to either terminate or correct the operation of the equipment as is
neces sary.

The simplified logic of the ARC is illustrated in Fig. 5.
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Table 2.

Error codes and their interpretations.

Error Code

Meaning

o

Proper operation.

1

A RC is unable to receive a correct signal
from remote station during the 1 st
interrogation ..

2

ARC is unable to receive a correct signal
from remote station during the 2nd
interrogation.

3

ARC is unable to receive a correct signal
from remote station during the 3rd
interrogation.

4

A suitable signal, corresponding to the
second or higher parameter of a multiparameter station, is not received.

5

A parameter identification burst from a
remote station is not received.

6

Internal slave errors of address programmer
steppers.

7

Translator is not operating properly.
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Station Name

Data SamEle

6

1
1

1
0

1
2

0
8

1
4

0
4

1

0

5

6

4
5

0

6

0

1

0

5
2

8

1
3

0
2

1
5

0
0

4
7

0
1

6

8
2

0
4

6

6

0
4

4

8

1
1

1

0

6

0
1

4
0

9
2

0
8

1
0

0
1

1
7

6

0
1

2
0

5
2

0
7

1
4

0

1

6

0
1

1
0

5
2

0
7

1
3

0
1

1
0

6
2

0
7

0
1

5
0

0
2

0

0
1

5
0

0
2

0

6
0

6

9
3

- -Kelly Ranger Station (Wyoming)

9
3

- -Guilders Peak

8

9
7

- -Paradise Canyon

4
5

6
7

9
5

- - Ben Lomond Peak

4
5

6

6

0
2

8

9
2

--Herd Hollow

0
3

1
4

0
7

4
2

6
6

9
7

--Clarkston

1
2

0
0

1

0
9

4
1

6
6

9

6

2
5

0
0

1
4

0
0

4
7

6
9

9
0

3
3

0
4

1
5

0
3

4
3

6
6

0

8
6
1

1

9
8

--Franklin Basin (Idaho)
I-c

- -Dry Breaa Pond (temperature)

QJ
.j.J

QJ

S
~
--Dry Bread Pond (snow pillow)

r:
0

I-c ....
cd .j.J

~~
QJf./)
QJ

6

4
5

0
0

1
5

0
1

4
3,

6

1
4

0
9

1

4

6

6

0
4

6

1

1
3

0
3

1

0

7

1

4
6

6
6

0
0

6

1
0

0
2

0
5

8
2

0
5

5
0

0
2

6

1
1

6
0

4
2

1
1

7
0

0
1

0
0

0

Station No.

-----ro
/

Hour

6

0
8

4
2

0

0
1

1

8

1

I-c

9
7

- - Dry Bread Pond (precipitation)

9
9

- -Sinks

9
2

--Deseret Peak (100 miles distant)

9
1

Parameter

CiS) cor

--Petersboro
Error
Code

2 0)
(1 0
0) (3 9) (0 -) (5 9
Minute!
\ Second

Day of
Year

Year

4~
5~

8)
Data

Key
Fig. 4.

Sample of data received from remote stations and printed by
the ARC.

..r:
I:-t

SI ARI
I

I
SELECT
NEW
ST A TlON

I

N =0
INTERR{)GATE

I
STATION
WITH

READOUT

NO

ERROR?

YES

NO

1
PRINT ERROR
COD E

PRINT DATA

1
MULTIPARAMETER?

N=N +1

YH

NO

I

lTD Fig 6 J
MORE
TO

=

N K?

STATIONS
READ?

YES

YES

NO

.N 0

READ

STATIONS

OVE R ?
YES

NO

I
SID P

FIG 5.

LOGIC FLOW CHART FOR SINGLE PARAMETER
STATIONS. This is Also Used For The First Parameter
of Multiparameter

Stations.
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For unattended continuous operation, the stations to be interrogated
are selected on the 1200 panel (Fig. 3) and the "continuous scan" switch
is turned, on.

Each remote station in turn is interrogated, read out,

and the data printed on paper tape.

The sequence is repeated for as

long a time as the system is left on .
.If during the course of eperation a programmed station or pararneter

in the system fails to answer, an errer cede is printed an the tape.

The

station is interragated up te 3 times, the exact number ef times, (k),
having been previously set on the Event Pragrammer (unit 200, Fig. 3).
If the station still fails to respond after the selected number af inter-

rogatians, the ARC disregards it and moves en te the next statien.
Stations having .mere than one parameter are interragated as
illustrated, in Fig. 5.

When the statian repHe.s, the sequence shawn

in Fig. 6 is followed.

In normal operatian the first parameter is read

,out and. the data are printed.

The equipment then waits for a parameter

identification burst which is transmitted by the remote station following
eachLparameter.

When the burst arrives, the next parameter is read

and printed, and. the sequence continues.

When the number of parameters

read out (n) is equal te the number of parameters at the station (m),
a new station is interrogated as shewn in Fig. 5.
In the event that a parameter identification burst is not transmitted
,er detected, er an errer eccurs in the readout due ·to a malfunction in the
system, an error code is printed by the ARC.

MULTIPARAMETER STATION
HAS BEEN INTERROG~TED
AND HAS REPLIED AS IN
FIG.5

N= M

PARAMETER READOUT
WI TH NO ERROR?
YES

NO

~

L,
PRIN T ER,R 0 R
4

PRINT DATA

H OL 0,
BURST ARRIVE
WITHIN 30 SEC.?
YES

NO

I

I

N= N-1

/PRINT5 ERROR

I

I

1

N= 1 ?
NO

N=N -1

YES

1

N= 1 ?
YES

NO

I
REINTERROGATE UP
TO THREE TIMES

SELECT NEW
STATI ON

FIG 6.

LOGIC FLOW CHART FOR MULTIPARAMETER STATIONS.
Stations are first Interrogated as Shown in Fig 5. Then
Additional Parameters as Shown Here.
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A check on the reliability of data is provided by the Near Coincidence Data Discriminator (unit 800, Fig. 3).

This chassis stores the

output of an electronic counter and compares the value with the previous
one once each second.

When the two values coincide, within ± 2 counts

in the fifth significant figure of a 5 digit number, the value is printed.
Coincidence thus achieved serves to reduce the possibility of recording
erroneous data caused by excessive noise in the radio signal or wind
vibration-of the precipitation can.
The operation of the Verification Chassis (unit 700, Fig. 3) provides
an overall check of the translator cable and ARC interrogation circuits
as illustrated in Fig. 7.

Before each interrogation, the 1 70 MHz

transmitter is switched to 170. 225 or 170.325 MHz by a tone of 634.5 Hz
or 596. 1 Hz respectively.

The tone is transmitted from the translator

and received by the receiver in the ARC as well as by those in the remote
stations.

If a clear tone is received by the ARC on the correct RF

frequency, the interrogation is carried, out in the normal manner.
However, if the signal is substandard or the frequency is incorrect,
the interrogation will be blocked until the trouble is corrected.

Primary translator
Video signals from the ARC control the operation of the primary
translator located on Mt. Logan.

Signal routing and station addresses

•

'.

are controlled by frequency ranges of 500 to lOOO Hz and 200 to 500 Hz,
respectively.

Commands to the translator to transmit on any of three

MT. LOGAN

~
Output 10 [Veil

ARC at UWRL

Fig 7. Operation of Verification Chassis.

PrOlralllmer
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different frequencies (170.225, 170.325, 406.050 MHz) are controlled
by a 10kHz subcarrier from the ARC.

Fig. 8 is a block diagram of

the primary translator.
Primary power to the translator is supplied by a propane-fueled,
engine-driven generator.
the translator.

A 500 gallon tank of propane is buried near

The generator enables the use of 30 watts of RF power

on the 170 and 400 MHz equipment for continuous operation.

A voltage

comparator monitors the 80 ampere- hour battery, and when· its voltage
drops below a predetermined level, it starts the generator and charges
the battery for 10 minutes.

During continuous operation of the equipment,

the generator operates for approximately 10 minutes per hour.
The ARC monitors the battery voltage, outside and inside temperatures, and the voltage standing wave ratio (VSWR) of the
translator.

mountain~top

The VSWR is the ratio of transmitted to reflected power

and is an indication of the efficienc y or operational characteristics of
any given antenna.

The operator can also determine at the ARC if the

generator is operating, the value of RF power output, and whether or
not the door to the instrument shelter has been opened.

Data handling
Data received at the ARC from remote stations are in the .form of
frequencies in the range of 1 to 2.5 kHz.

These values are read out

as frequency time periods, and are printed on paper tape.

Data are

transferred manually from the paper tape to computer cards from
which printouts are made.

~-

I. Trans power.
{ 2. VSWR.
3. Une VoIta,e.
4. Outside temp.

5. Inside temp.
6. aene rotor on.

Mod In

To UWRL
Remote
Station Commands from ARC.

Key Line

170.225 MH..

AF out

Main
Communications
Ckts

II

Key Line

Mod .in

Controlled
by H.C.....

'"

AF out

ToUWRL
Remote
~II
Station Data to ARC.

1

f

t
N.C.
Break - In protection

Fig 8.

MT LOGAN TRANSLATOR.

Switches tol70R when 170T Is Keyed.
Switches to 406R when 406T Is Keyed.
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Daily punching of the data onto cards enables errors or problem
areas to be readily recognized and corrected.

It also prevents a back-

log of work from accumulating and allows data to be quickly utilized
for decision making.
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SYSTEM MAINTENANCE

After the system has been installed and made operational, certain
routine maintenance is required.

Both skilled and unskilled personnel

are needed.

Translator and ARC
An electrical engineer or a skilled technician is required to keep
the translator and ARC operational.

The main problems encountered

are electrical ones, and the maintenance personnel must know and
understand the circuitry and.operatian of the various components of
the system.

Lightning can be devastating to this equipment and adequate

protection from it must be provided.
The propane engine at the translator site requires an external
supply of oil ta enable it ta operate unattended far long periods of time.
A salenoid valve must be installed in the oil line between the engine
crankcase and the oil reservoir to prevent excessive amounts of oil
fram being drawn into the engine while it is running, and creating a
hydraulic lock.

When the engine is not operating, the valve opens and

oil flows freely from the reservoir to the crankcase to maintain the
proper level.

Cable
The primary prablems involved in maintaining the cable are
vandalism and acts of nature.

Some peaple seem to destroy property
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willfully.

If such individuals find a cable while they are hunting for

game, they may cut or shoot through it, and may even remove a length
of it.

Such was the case during the initial installation of equipment

on this project.
If the cable connectors are hung too prominently in a tree, they
may be damaged by lightning or by rifle bullets.

Snow or mud slides

may disrupt the cable, or sharp objects over which it is laid may
damage it.

All of the maintenance and repair problems associated

herewith can be handled by technicians.

Remote stations
During the late summer or early fall, the precipitation in each
can must be carefully weighed and the values recorded.

A new

"charge" is then put into the can, consisting of approximately I gallon
of anti-freeze to minimize ice formation, and I quart of light weight
oil to prevent the catch from evaporating.

New batteries are placed

in the instrumentation can to provide power to the transponder for a
seasoneof operation.

The various components of each gage system

are visually inspected for damage or deficiencies, and the system is
also checked electrically for normal operation.
Wintertime maintenance consists primarily of locating and
correcting electrical malfunctions as they. occur.

Occasionally a can

will have a hole shot through it by a hunter and will have to be replaced,
or in ea year of excessive precipitation, it will need to be emptied
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and recharged to finishcout the yearts catch.

Transportation for winter-

tim.e m.aintenance is by snow m.achine and helicopter.

,.
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SUMMARY

Telemetering precipitation gages are operating at approximately
40 remote sites in northern Utah, southern Idaho, and western Wyoming.
On call from the Automatic Readout Console (ARC) located in the Utah
Water Research Laboratory, the stations report in a predetermined
sequence to the ARC via a translator on top of Mt. Logan.

The translator

is connected to the ARC by a cable laid, on the ground.
Procedures involved in selecting sites, and in installing and
maintaining the equipment are discussed.

The method of operation

of the system is presented in non-technical terms.

•

Technical reports

of the various subsystems· of the network will be forthcoming.
Data produced by the system are printed on paper tape by the
ARC.

They are converted to inches of precipitation and. prograrn.med

into a computer for analysis.
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